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9th Annual Legacy Week Celebration
WE ARE SJSU!
DEFINE YOUR
SPARTAN LEGACY!
A.S. César E. Chávez Community Action Center presents
Legacy Rally TODAY: 1:00pm, Smith/Carlos Lawn
NOW OR NEVER
SEE SOCCER PAGE 7
SEE THESE VIDEOS 
AND MORE AT 
SPARTANDAILY ON 
YOUTUBE
CAMPUS VOICES: FLU SEASON
CARAGHER ON THE HOT SEAT?
Running out 
of chances
Reality sets in to players 
when they run onto the field 
from the locker room after 
halftime and more than half 
of their fanbase is gone.
It’s no secret that San 
Jose State’s football team 
is having a rough season. 
The Spartans are losing 
to teams they beat last 
year and students are 
genuinely losing interest, 
hardly staying beyond 30 
minutes into the game. 
Head coach Ron Caragher 
may take the fall for the 
Spartans disappointing 
play. In his four years as 
head coach of the Spartans, 
Caragher has yet to 
produce a winning season. 
Caragher was asked after 
Saturday’s loss to Hawaii 
about the signs outside 
of CEFCU Stadium that
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
71 beers on tap 
The Halford sets itself apart from 
typical bars by offering a wide 
selction of craft brews and providing 
off-the-wall food options.
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NO LOVE FOR SJSU
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(TOP) Spartans head coach Ron Caragher looks to the sky after the Spartans gave up another big play touchdown to the Rainbow Warriors.
(BOTTOM LEFT) A “Fire Ron Caragher” sign was found during the homecoming tailgate outside CEFCU stadium on Saturday.
‘AS AMERICAN AS’
Fusion stops at San Jose State for 
nationwide college campus tour
TERMINOLOGY
Exploring 
racial
nuances
BY BENJAMIN SIEPAK
STAFF WRITER
BY ESTEPHANY HARO
STAFF WRITER
A diverse group of San Jose 
State University students 
learned the meaning of the 
terms Hispanic, Chicano 
and Latino in a workshop 
called Brown Terminology, 
coordinated by the 
MOSAIC Cross Cultural 
Center and presented by 
Emma Cardenas, a  double 
major in Linguistics and 
Sociology senior student 
with a minor in Spanish 
and Diversity Advocate 
Intern who considers herself 
a Multiracial Xicana. 
The students asked 
questions and interacted with 
each other in group activities 
where students discussed 
how they identify themselves 
ethnically and racially. The 
students also learned about 
the differences between 
the various terms that are 
used to refer to people 
from Mexico, Central and 
South America and to learn 
new terms such as, Latinx 
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Fusion’s nationwide college 
campus tour celebrating 
diversity made its second stop 
of a 33-day, 13-campus tour 
at San Jose State University.
Fusion is an online news media 
outlet owned by Univision. 
The company’s staff is trying 
spark dialogue on campus 
about supporting diversity 
through large art installations.
A celebration of diversity and 
the changing face in America, 
“As American As” is the name 
of the art installation that will 
be displaying on each campus 
intending to invoke responses 
and support for students.
“As much as it is a celebration 
of diversity, it is also a branding 
exercise for us to connect with 
students and get them aware 
of the Fusion brand and the 
kind of content we produce,” 
said Fusion community 
liaison, Nick Gilyard.
To create the installation, 
Fusion hired a photographer 
from New York to take pictures of 
real people; none of the subjects 
in the images are models.
The topics represented on 
the panels range from social 
justice to LGBT rights, 
immigration and pop culture.
“A lot of the students that 
we’ve met with love this 
installation and are champions 
of diversity,” Gilyard said.
Fusion does both video and 
online reporting, covering 
everything from social justice 
to pop culture. Fusion also 
has a television network 
that has agreements with 
several major distributors that 
carry the network including 
DirecTV, Dish, Charter 
and Apple TV according 
Fusion’s offi cial website.
Instead of telling people 
what something is supposed 
to represent, Fusion’s main 
motive is feedback and 
creating your own message.
“A big thing for Fusion that 
separates us from other media 
outlets is that we really make 
sure to listen to the voices of 
our audience,” said Fusion 
community liaison Scottie Ellis.
Some of the images displayed 
include a female Mexican boxer, 
a toddler wearing a shirt that 
says “My Life Matters” and a 
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San Jose State University students analyzed panels representing social and political 
issues. The panels were set up by the the online news media, Fusion. 
SJSU water polo 
player accused 
of sexual assault
(BOTTOM RIGHT) The San Jose State student section during the second half kickoff in the Spartans homecoming loss to Hawaii 34-17 on Saturday.
BY DARCIE ORTIQUE
AND BENJAMIN SIEPAK
STAFF WRITERS
The Santa Clara County 
District Attorney’s Offi ce 
is investigating a San 
Jose State University 
water polo player who 
has been accused of 
sexually assaulting two 
SJSU students at an 
off-campus party over 
Labor Day weekend. 
According to ABC7, 
the alleged assaults 
took place on the 
same night, involving 
two female students. 
Director of SJSU 
Media Relations, Patricia 
Harris said, “One was 
reported, I believe 
during the weekend and 
a second was reported 
I believe, Sept. 19.”
Since both incidents 
occurred outside of 
the university police 
department’s jurisdiction, 
the district attorney is 
in charge of reviewing 
the evidence and will 
determine whether or not 
charges will be pressed. 
In the meantime, the 
freshman international 
water polo player has 
not been arrested or 
charged with a crime. 
“In a situation like this, 
we have two women who 
might feel scared about 
coming to class and being 
on campus and doing their 
extracurriculars because 
they’re scared of bumping 
into the suspect, so we 
have to really balance the 
needs and rights of the 
suspect against the the 
needs and rights of these 
two women,” Harris said.
Harris believes every 
student should have an 
equal opportunity to 
feel secure on campus. 
“After the fi rst case 
came forward over 
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After a six-week delay, San 
Jose State University residents 
have moved into a brand new, 
10-story residence hall. Campus 
Village 2, also known as “CV2,” 
houses 850 students. 
SJSU Housing Services has 
provided a fully-furnished 
dormitory, with study rooms, 
lounge areas, multi-purpose 
rooms and a recreation space. 
“It looks like a hotel,” said 
Hanalyn Menor, a freshman 
psychology student.
According to the University 
Housing Services (UHS) website, 
the contemporary building 
provides a safe and comfortable 
environment for students to have a 
welcoming transition to college life.
Edward Torres, sophomore 
anthropology student, said he 
hadn’t fully unpacked during his 
temporary stay in Royce Hall 
because he was excited to move 
into CV2. 
Now that Torres is fi nally 
moved in he said, “I really 
love it, especially because it’s 
so inclusive and it’s just really 
accessible to everyone.” 
According to Torres, CV2 
is more accommodating in 
comparison to the other on-
campus living quarters. 
CV2 includes gender-neutral 
restrooms and automatic doors 
that include audio and visual aid. 
Additionally, its design provides 
residents with an abundance of 
natural light. 
“I think it just gives them a much 
more modern feel to the spaces … 
All that natural light coming in is 
good for your mind, it’s good for 
your spirits, just one of the main 
things that stands out to me,” said 
Kevina Brown, Administration 
Analyst and Specialist for UHS. 
“It’s also equipped with a lot of 
modern appliances. We’re talking 
state-of-the-art, commercial-
grade ovens, refrigerators, Quartz 
countertops, it’s just a really 
beautiful kitchen and a really 
beautiful building.”
Surprisingly, many students had 
mixed emotions about moving 
into a new dorm for the second 
time this semester. While most 
students were excited to fi nally 
move into the residence hall they 
expected to move in six-weeks 
ago, some had already grown 
accustomed to “The Bricks.”
University Housing Services 
broke the news that the students 
were able to move in their new 
rooms on Sept. 27. 
“I felt overwhelmed, just because 
my roommate and I, we just 
moved into the Hoover Hall dorm 
and so, it was a different change 
from going from ‘The Bricks,’ the 
very fi rst dorms, to the new ones, 
‘CV2’ so I mean, overall, we were 
excited,” Menor said. 
Although CV2 was fully 
prepared for student occupancy 
on move-in day, the FDNO 
Department reported that the 
reason for the delay had to do 
with the fact that the fi re safety 
systems were failing to pass 
inspection and the the University 
Housing Staff would not put 
students at risk of being in danger.
“Our fi re marshall was here, 
pretty much about two times a week 
during that time,” Brown said. 
Brown said the building was 
ready for students in August, 
during the initial move-in day, 
but “If there was any part of 
that fi re system that was not to 
code, we were not willing to 
compromise the safety of our 
students and so, we were not able 
to open the building.” 
As a result of the unexpected 
inconvenience, ‘CV2’ residents 
were given a $150 Gold Points 
gift card and an SJSU sweatshirt. 
“We also did a modifi cation on 
their billing. There was a credit 
for the difference of the amount 
of their temporary assignment 
and their ‘CV2’ assignment and 
so, that is a credit that they are 
receiving right about now.”
So far, many students have 
expressed their love for the new 
building with its state-of-the-art 
equipment, hardwood fl oors and 
updated facilities. 
Destiny Montgomery, junior 
communication studies major 
and resident advisor of ‘CV2’ 2nd 
fl oor moved in on Sunday, Oct. 
2. Montgomery was temporarily 
housed in Royce Hall. According 
to the UHS website, rooms in 
“The Bricks” are double or triple 
occupancy, with two or three 
students assigned to each room.”
Now that Montgomery has settled 
into a new building she says she 
likes everything about it. “I don’t 
even know what’s not to like,” 
Montgomery said. “They have just 
wonderful features, they have really 
good bathrooms, eight bathrooms 
per fl oor, everything works, we 
have our own air conditioning 
system and more space.”
Montgomery has observed 
her residents enjoying their new 
living quarters. 
“They’re so happy; they love it,” 
Montgomery said. “They’re all up 
and down the hallways, in our study 
lounges, they’re downstairs playing 
games and they love it.” 
CV2 has already set itself 
apart from other dormitories on 
campus. “I honestly think just the 
community that we have here, 
we created such a cute bond and 
a wonderful bond over in ‘The 
Bricks’ when we were there and we 
just brought all that love and family 
over here,” Montgomery said. 
Though it was intended to be 
a fi rst-year residence hall, the 
building is not full and will be 
available for residents living in 
other buildings, commuters and 
upper division students. 
“To me, CV2 kind of 
encompasses where we’re headed 
at the university, where as some 
of the older buildings are a taste 
of where we were, in the history 
of San Jose State” Brown said.
Muslim woman wearing a hijab.
The panel prompting the most attention 
and student discussion was of a topless 
woman with a tattoo that says “My Body 
My Rights.” 
“A lot of what we’ve been hearing from 
students is that it’s a strong portrait of 
feminism not only owning her sexuality and 
the right to do whatever she chooses with her 
body,” Gilyard said.
According to Fusion’s website, Fusion has a 
staff that is 60 percent non-white that aims to 
create honest conversations and represent the 
widest range of voices in today’s America. 
College campuses have become a sweet spot 
for promoting Fusion as they target a younger 
millennial audience. Fusion’s mission is to 
champion a young, diverse and inclusive 
America from the inside out through a lens 
that celebrates all voices in today’s America.
“We wanted to really engage and increase 
our audience,” Ellis said. “We really focus 
on a diverse and millennial base.”
The community liaisons were grateful for 
the many SJSU students that volunteered to 
set-up the large panels as well as take them 
down after the displaying.
Fusion’s next stop on their tour is UC 
Irvine and the tour will conclude at Miami 
Dade College.
and “Xicano” (Chicano). 
Latinx refers to all countries 
colonized by Spain and Portugal 
and the “X” is used to include those 
who identify outside the gender 
binary, making it a more inclusive 
term. Whereas, Hispanic only refers 
to the countries colonized by Spain. 
“It’s something that we don’t 
really talk about and I wanted to 
see what was the perspective that 
was going to be brought to us,” 
said Bekki Zarco, a senior English 
student. “One of the things that 
I found really interesting was 
incorporating the X at the end of 
the terms.” 
Kristian Ramon, a senior marketing 
student was required to attend a 
presentation outside of his department 
and he chose to attend the Brown 
Terminology workshop because he 
thought he could relate to it.
“I just wrote a paper on a Filipino 
term in the Philippines that has 
different meanings and some 
people think it can be an insult,” 
Ramon said. 
Ramon was born and raised in 
the Philippines and arrived to the 
United States seven years ago.
“Some people thought I was 
Vietnamese but for me it doesn’t 
really matter, people can make 
mistakes,” Ramon said. 
However, not all the students 
attended the workshop because 
it was mandatory for a class or 
wanted to learn. “When I saw the 
title I thought that the word brown 
was referring to South of Asia 
which is where I am from,” said 
Sheehab Khan, a graduate electrical 
engineering student who attended 
the event by accident and ended 
up fi nding connections to his own 
experiences. “The country I am 
from is Bangladesh … So when 
people try to guess where I am from 
they might assume that I’m Indian 
or Pakistani,” Khan said. 
Even though Cardenas, the author 
of the presentation, considers 
herself a Latina or Xicana, growing 
up she was discriminated against 
by her own family and peers 
because she didn’t speak Spanish 
and her skin color was considered 
too white to be Latina.
“I grew up always being called 
white girl or ‘guera,’ even in my 
own family I was told that I was too 
white to have a Quincenera which 
is something that I always wanted 
to have,” Cardenas said.  “The 
time that I was trying to connect 
with my culture I felt that I was 
constantly shut down and told that 
I was too white to be part of it.”
The students participated in polls 
that tested their knowledge on 
these terms and learned about the 
Chicano political movement in the 
United States. Such as, the Brown 
Berets which were founded in 
East Los Angeles in 1967 and Los 
Angeles rebellion in 1992. They 
were also told that “the best way to 
identify people is to ask them.”
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Labor Day Weekend, we 
issued a ‘no contact,’ no 
retaliation order, so that just 
basically tells the young man, 
‘Please don’t speak to the 
two young ladies involved 
and please keep away from 
them so that they feel safe 
and comfortable coming to 
class,” Harris said. 
According to Harris, the 
suspect was then placed on 
interim suspension which 
restricts the student from 
attending class, participating 
in extracurricular activities 
(including water polo) and 
residing in campus housing.
Harris confi rmed 
speculations that the suspect 
has left the country.
“He chose to go home 
because he needs to go 
somewhere at this point,” 
Harris said. 
The University Police 
Department did not alert 
students of this incident 
last month. 
According to an Oct. 12 
email announcement  from 
President Mary Papazian, 
“The totality of information 
available at the time — 
including the fact that the 
suspect had been identifi ed 
and was being closely 
monitored — led to the 
determination that there was 
no imminent safety threat to 
the campus community.”  
Paramvir Singh, senior 
business management student 
said, “They [UPD] should’ve 
let us know,” since most other 
colleges notify students of 
sexual assault cases.
SJSU Student Affairs staff 
and Title IX offi ce have 
taken the steps necessary 
to support and protect the 
campus community during 
the ongoing investigation.
“It’s kind of shocking to 
be in such a diverse and 
open environment that stuff 
like this still happens,”  said 
Karandeep Singh, senior 
political science student. “If 
he’s not guilty, then why did 
he fl ee the country? That 
raises suspicion right there.” 
If the suspect is convicted of 
the crimes, he may be subject 
to expulsion.
BY DARCIE ORTIQUE
STAFF WRITER
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CV2 residents love new hall
DARCIE ORTIQUE | SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose State University Housing Services opens new Campus Village 2 residence hall 
for students displaced into different dorms in the beginning of the semester. 
Follow Darcie on Twitter
@darc_alexandria
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Your deepest fears of being wrongfully 
convicted and publicly shamed for a 
crime you allegedly didn’t commit 
are manifested in the new Netfl ix 
documentary ‘Amanda Knox.’
American student, Amanda Knox, along 
with her Italian boyfriend were convicted 
for the murder of Knox’s “fl at mate” while 
studying abroad in Italy. She was eventually 
found innocent after serving almost four 
years in an Italian prison. 
Filmmakers Brian McGinn and Rod 
Blackhurst had the diffi cult task of creating 
a documentary that captivated the audience 
with a story that most people had already 
made up their minds about. They shed an 
unbiased and unseen light onto one of the 
biggest crime stories of our generation.
The documentary which started streaming 
on Friday exclusively with Netfl ix, tells the 
story of a 20-year-old Amanda Knox and 
her time immediately after the murder and 
up to the present.
The formatting of the documentary helps 
build up suspense without dramatizing the 
truth. McGinn and Blackhurst do a great 
job of showing the story through multiple 
points of view – including Knox, her former 
boyfriend Raffaele Sollecito, former public 
prosecutor Giuliano Mignini and journalist 
Nick Pisa. 
This fi lm does something that both the 
international media and the Italian police 
investigators at the time did not do.
They let Amanda speak.
“If I’m guilty, I’m the ultimate figure 
to fear, because I’m not the obvious 
one,” Knox said in the documentary. 
“But, on the other hand, if I’m innocent, 
it means that everyone is vulnerable, 
and that is everyone’s nightmare. Either 
I’m a psychopath in sheep’s clothing, or 
I am you.”
Knox was never given the chance to tell 
her side of the story. Knox claims in the 
documentary that the investigators would 
get frustrated with her when she didn’t say 
what they wanted to hear. Giuliano even 
said that the investigation may have been 
tainted by the media exploitation.
With the media rushing to get the newest 
and most extravagant scoop, they settled 
for the most extravagant of stories. Crazy 
headlines depicted the murder as some 
elaborate sex crime committed by Knox. 
The media depicted her as ‘Foxy Knoxy’
McGinn and Blackhurst obtained chilling 
and painful videos and audio from the 
nightmare that Knox lived. An audio clip 
plays in the documentary from just after 
Knox’s arrest in 2007. Her mother had 
visited her in jail where she told Knox the 
severity of the trial.
“The lawyers said something interesting. 
They said, ‘Amanda’s been caught up 
in something that’s way bigger than 
her,” Knox’s mother sad in the audio 
clip. “Because it’s turned into this huge 
international bullshit story.”
“Are you serious?” Knox responds in 
terror. Her mother responds by telling 
her the media has gone on a frenzy and 
attacked their family for information.
The unsettling audio is short but really 
shows how Knox had no idea what loomed 
outside her Italian jail cell.
Those who watched the Lifetime movie, 
“Amanda Knox: Murder on Trial in Italy”, 
were predisposed to this idea that Knox was 
guilty. After watching the documentary by 
Netfl ix, it is obvious that the Lifetime movie 
which aired in Feb. 2011, manipulates the 
truth in order to create a dramatic plot.
“Amanda Knox” will leave you puzzled 
yet captivated by the pure fear that is 
instilled throughout the fi lm. Whether 
you dive in believing Knox is guilty or 
not, this documentary will give you a 
cold yet insightful look into the notorious 
crime story.
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Timeline: Amanda Knox
Information gathered from CNN
Netfl ix documentary sheds truth on the 2007 trial
The Halford aims to set itself apart from 
run-of-the-mill bars with its wide array of 
beer choices and food options that are not 
your typical pub grub.
Created by brothers-in-law Derek 
Kempinsky and Charlie Moon, The Halford 
in Sunnyvale has been open for just three 
weeks, but has been well received in the 
short time.
“The market here was highly underserved, 
Kempinsky said. “It seemed like a fantastic 
place to put a taproom.”
With only a few other bars in the area, 
The Halford has little competition, but it 
still does a good job of standing out by 
having 71 beers on tap.
The quantity of great beers really grabs 
your attention, but it is even crazier when 
you consider that the taproom strays away 
from your typical brews.
“We really scrutinize what we pick. You 
won’t see any Coors, Bud or Miller here,” 
Kempinsky said.
With everything from a hoppy IPA to a 
fruity cider, it’s hard to not fi nd a beer to enjoy.
Although a taproom is nothing without a 
great selection of beers, The Halford also 
has a food menu that will open eyes not just 
from the quality, but from how some of the 
items vary from your usual bar.
There are appetizers like fried pig ears 
with a watermelon salsa.
If you want something a little more hefty, 
there’s charred baby octopus in a linguica 
broth or duck leg confi t, a process typically 
used to slow-cook meat
There’s also your more traditional bar 
food like burgers and wings, but even those 
are done in a unique way that you would 
not see at most other places.
“We do everything handmade from 
scratch,” said Matthew Chase, the executive 
chef of The Halford.
Fresh food that tasted as good as it looked 
was a key for Kempinsky and Moon when 
they fi rst envisioned opening a bar together.
“Most other bars have great beer, but the 
food is eh”, Kempinsky said. “You got bar 
food, you got okay food and we wanted to 
up that.”
“I love all the different beers they have 
on tap,” said Josh Robles, a Sunnyvale 
resident. “When you hear that they have 71 
different beers it really stands out.”
Overall, The Halford has a modern 
look for a bar, and while the number of 
beers will garner your attention fi rst and 
foremost, the unique food gives it the feel 
of a restaurant as well. 
Television sets are placed all around, and 
the waiters and waitresses are more than 
willing to change the channel to whatever 
sports game you wish to watch.
The beer though is the highlight and does 
not disappoint.
With over 70 brews on tap to choose 
from, it may take a while until you try 
every single one The Halford has to offer.
 Amanda Knox provides an unbiased look at Knox’s life during and after the Italian murder trial
BY VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA
STAFF WRITER
        INFOGRAPHIC BY VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA, INFORMATION  COMPILED BY CNN
Follow Vicente on Twitter
@vinceserna_
Th e Halford stands out 
with over 70 beers on tap
MOVIE REVIEW
BY RYAN BARNHART
STAFF WRITER
The beers on tap come in all different kinds, from the hoppy to the malty to the fruity, as well as foreign brews.
RYAN BARNHART | SPARTAN DAILY
Follow Ryan on Twitter
@ryan_barnhart
BAR REVIEW
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Jump
Start
Your
Future.
 Free Rewards Checking;
No minimum balance or
Direct Deposit requirement.
 Free Online and Mobile Banking
 Free, unlimited ATM use at
CO-OP network, 7-Eleven Stores
and County Federal ATM Locations.
 Free Car Buying Service
and Auto Loans.
 Free Financial Education Seminars.
 Multiple Branch Locations, many
conveniently open on Saturdays!
Santa Clara County
Federal Credit Union
City Centre Branch & ATM
140 E. San Fernando Street
San Jose, CA 95112
408.282.0700
www.sccfcu.org
http://sccfcu.org/mobile
www.facebook.com/SCCFCU
www.twitter.com/sccfcu
…It’s About
Building Relationships
For Life
Students, Faculty & Staff
Are All Eligible To Join!
Show us your SJSU Student I.D.
at our City Centre Branch and
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT!*
San Jose State University
*Redeemable only at the City Centre Branch
From Americanos to mochas, 
there are many classic coffee 
drinks to choose. However, 
some locations offer drinks 
unique to their brand that are 
not served anywhere else.  
The following are coffee 
houses near San Jose State 
University serve your average 
iced coffee or cappuccino, but 
also serve something unique. 
Sometimes the drinks are 
delicious, sometimes not so 
much.  I went and tasted a few 
of these unique items and rated 
them from a full cup, meaning 
I disliked it and never would 
recommend it, to an empty cup, 
meaning you should absolutely 
try it.
Closest to campus is 
Starbucks, with one right inside 
the student union as well as one 
a couple of blocks away.  Every 
fall, Starbucks unleashes its 
pumpkin spice-themed drinks. 
This year, however, they 
decided to make a mocha with 
a slight punch to the taste buds. 
Thus, the Chile Mocha was 
born. Made to have a bit of a 
spicy kick and cinnamon flavor, 
it’s an interesting new option to 
Starbucks’ menu. The first time 
I ordered the Chile Mocha, I 
got it iced and like most coffee 
drinks from the Seattle-based 
brand, it cost about five dollars 
for the medium-sized cup.
For a drink with a good 
premise and potential, it fell 
short of what the flavor should 
have been.  Iced, it did not 
look very appealing with all 
the spices chunkily floating 
around the top.  After a few 
sips, I didn’t want to drink any 
more.  It was too spicy for what 
was intended as it overpowered 
the entire drink. Later, when 
I ordered the drink hot and it 
surprisingly tasted a lot better. 
Still too spicy, but it didn’t 
totally override the mocha part 
of the drink.
Over in Japantown stands Roy’s 
Station Coffee & Tea, a family-
owned coffee shop on the corner 
of Sixth and Jackson. The main 
menu shows the usual mochas, 
Americanos, etc. However, just 
left of the cash register displays 
a smaller menu with six drinks 
unique to the shop.  I tried out 
two of the drinks that Roy’s 
offers: the Churro Churro Latte 
and the Bananas Foster.
The Churro Churro Latte in the 
16 ounce cup is fi ve dollars and 
is available hot or iced.  Having 
ordered this drink before, I prefer 
to order it hot because it helps the 
fl avor and the latte art is always 
a good plus.  This latte is made 
to replicate the fl avor of a churro 
and it does a decent job of it. It 
isn’t the best coffee drink I’ve 
tried, but in trying to replicate a 
solid food’s taste in coffee form, 
it comes pretty close.
In similar likeness, the Banana 
Foster drink at Roy’s is modeled 
after the classic New Orleans 
dessert. Typically, a bananas 
foster is bananas and vanilla ice 
cream. What makes it special, 
however, is the combination 
of butter, brown sugar, dark 
rum and banana liqueur into 
a sauce. Add in fresh bananas 
and light it up. This Banana 
Foster coffee drink is available 
in hot or iced form. I decided 
to go with the iced version and 
was not disappointed.  In the 
beginning, I was startled by the 
fl avor because tasting banana in 
a coffee drink is unusual.  For 
Roy’s, this startling fl avor is 
defi nitely in its favor.
Lastly, Peet’s Coffee and 
Tea has a unique twist to the 
pumpkin spice craze that hits 
every fall called the Dark 
Chocolate Pumpkin Mocha. 
I’m not a fan of pumpkin 
flavored drinks most of the 
time because it just doesn’t suit 
my palate.  However, it’s always 
good to try something outside 
of your comfort zone.  Also, 
I can’t resist a mocha that has 
dark chocolate in the name.
Costing $4.85 and ordered 
hot, this was the cheapest 
of the unique coffee drinks. 
Immediately I could taste the 
dark chocolate flavor, which 
was the highest point for this 
drink.  Soon after, the pumpkin 
flavor came in.  It wasn’t 
overwhelming while still being 
apparent.  The combination 
of the chocolate, coffee and 
pumpkin was actually quite 
pleasant. It’s a good drink for 
anyone who doesn’t prefer the 
pumpkin spice lattes, but still 
wants to participate in that fall 
pumpkin spice fever.
In room 308 of the Art Building, there 
is a small, unassuming exhibit that you’ll 
probably pass by without realizing. 
When you see that it’s a gallery, you 
focus on the warm lighting and loud 
colors that make the room welcoming. 
The room is home to an art exhibit by 
SJSU’s own Amber Baldwin, a graphic 
design major. 
Simply named “Touch,” the art exhibit 
is more complex than you may think. 
“Touch is a compilation of many 
things. My inspiration was the people 
around me, and how I enjoy the time 
I spend with them. Using photography 
and oil paints, I strived to connect-to 
be touched by the lives of others, and to 
touch others’ lives,” Baldwin said in her 
artist statement board, hung outside the 
room where the exhibit is featured. 
The many canvases hanging on the walls 
feature students from SJSU and others the 
artist knows. “Some of them I knew very 
well, others I wanted to get to know better,” 
Baldwin said in her artist statement. 
Sides of people’s faces and different 
angles of their bodies were photographed 
and displayed on one side of the canvas, 
and on the other side of the canvas, paint 
strokes of specifi c colors and shapes the 
artist felt inspired by the photo were drawn. 
For instance, one painting shows half 
a woman’s face looking down and next 
to her on the canvas are waves of purple 
and magenta. The colors refl ect off of her 
face and that both calms and excites the 
viewer with its fl owing lines and curves. 
Another piece shows half a man’s 
face in shadow, the other highlighted in 
yellows, oranges and browns, that are 
sparkling and twirling to the side. The 
piece grabs your attention immediately. 
When looking at these subjects and the 
colors presented on the canvas, it is not 
hard to attribute emotions and feelings 
the artist might have felt while taking 
the pictures and then painting on the 
canvas. The reds, oranges and yellows 
excite and make you feel happy, while 
the more mellow blues, lilacs and greens 
calm your heartbeat, (at least until the 
next canvas you happen upon). 
The people Baldwin shot in the studio 
helped her bring those people’s emotion 
and feeling to light in her paintings. 
“I wanted to talk with each individual 
in the studio while capturing their words, 
their expressions, their feelings and a 
glimpse of their worlds,” Baldwin said in 
her artist statement. “The emotions and 
expressions in their faces helped me to 
determine the kinds of paintings I would 
paint. The use of color overall represents 
how tangible emotions can be; how there 
are many different ways to feel and touch.” 
This exhibit not only helped me realize 
there are different ways to touch, but 
how alike humankind is when we feel 
emotions. The way we express those 
emotions and reach out to others may be 
different, but the way we feel is the same. 
The way people connect and emote 
their anger, happiness and even 
loneliness to one another can keep us 
from understanding one another, but 
this series helps you tap into that need 
to reach out and touch. 
Th ere’s more coff ee than Americano, switch it up!
BY KARIANNE SUDYKA
STAFF WRITER
Follow Karianne on Twitter
@ktsudyka
Vivacious art exhibit shows what SJSU students can do
BY SAJA MOHAMED
STAFF WRITER
The Touch exhibit by Amber Baldwin brings together 
photography and painting with simultaneous calming 
and exciting effects that leave the viewer in awe.
SAJA MOHAMED | SPARTAN DAILY
Follow  Saja on Twitter
@sajamohammad17
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Highlighting your 
social media pics, 
statuses, and tweets 
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University!
BRINGING
IT HOME!
From Homecoming Week to
Legacy Week, SJSU celebrates
different traditions on campus.
#KAAMPFIRE1617
And the real winner of the debate is ... a hashtag!
KARIANNE SUDYKA
STAFF WRITER
Another presidential debate 
came and went Sunday night. 
Republican nominee Donald 
Trump stood next to one podium 
and Democratic nominee Hillary 
Clinton stood next to the other.
Citizens of planet Earth spent 
an hour and a half listening to 
Trump sniffl e like he’s got a 
chronic stuffy nose and Clinton 
thoroughly utilizing her chair 
should she feel faint.  I honestly 
could write 500 plus words on 
which candidate won the “I’m 
louder than that other scrub 
therefore vote for me” contest.
Instead, I’ll just state 
the winner via hashtag: 
#MuslimsReportStuff.
The debate as usual went back 
and forth with Trump talking over 
Clinton, Clinton taking forever to 
answer a two-minute question, 
and despair from whichever 
poor souls got sucked into being 
moderators for these two less-
than-ideal candidates.
From topic to topic, the debate 
dragged on until voter Gorbah 
Hamad asked a key question 
regarding the alarming increase in 
Islamophobia-related occurrences.
“With Islamophobia on the rise, 
how will you help people like me 
deal with the consequences of 
being labeled as a threat to the 
country?” Hamad said.
Anderson Cooper, CNN’s 
moderator for the evening, 
allowed Trump to be the fi rst to 
answer.  “Well, you’re right about 
Islamophobia and that’s a shame,” 
Trump said. “We have to be sure 
that Muslims come in and report 
when they see something going 
on.  When they see hatred going 
on, they have to report it.”
“We need American Muslims 
to be part of our eyes and ears 
on our frontlines.” Clinton said 
as a portion of her answer.  The 
rest of it just seemed to be about 
defeating ISIS and how Trump’s 
rhetoric is provoking radical 
Islamic groups. Her response 
just brushed over the question. 
Neither  took a stand and said 
how they would help.
Each candidate’s stance on 
the matter sounded similar and 
put the responsibility solely on 
American Muslims. Identifying 
Islamophobia and solving the issue 
is the responsibility of everyone, 
especially the president.
Fortunately or unfortunately 
for the candidates, much of the 
Twittersphere was watching 
the debate and turned their 
responses into the trending 
hashtag #MuslimsReportStuff. 
Over the next few days, hundreds 
of thousands of tweets included 
the hashtag and did just as our 
presidential candidates said to do.
Reactionary hashtags such as 
#MuslimsReportStuff are often 
a result of statements made by 
politicians, celebrities, lawyers, 
billionaire businessmen, and 
sometimes celebrity businessmen-
turned-politicians.
Some Twitter users utilized 
the opportunity to bring to light 
serious news articles they felt 
were important to share. One 
Twitter post hosted a link to an 
article about a Muslim father and 
daughter in Norway. According 
to the article, the father allegedly 
raped the daughter as punishment 
for not following a more Islamic 
way of life and being “too 
Western.”  Originally reported 
on by Norwegian news outlet 
Fredrikstad 24, the article said 
the father was confused as to why 
he was being arrested on charges 
of incest and rape.
Other tweets were much lighter 
in tone and were not linked to 
news articles.
Twitter users Ziad Nazer 
and Bayazid Bastami are two 
of hundreds who have made 
#MuslimsReportStuff a regular 
tag in their hourly tweets.
In one tweet, Nazer said, “A 
huge bee just fl ew by me. It’s 
too big to be a bee. I’m guessing 
it’s a spy drone! Need further 
investigation!” and included the 
hashtag at the end.
Bastami sarcastically tweeted 
“#MuslimsReportStuff Reporting 
this good looking Muslim guy in 
a suit that walks and talks like us! 
Drink coffee too! Suspicious...hmm.”
Throughout Twitter is a mix 
of serious tweets regarding 
Islamophobia and the lack of 
addressing the issue and people 
genuinely having fun with the 
hashtag.  It’s a hilarious ongoing 
trend.  It does bring attention to 
how ridiculous it is to merely tell a 
population to “report issues” and 
expect that to solve the problem.
If this mindset was applied 
to other groups, the chaos 
that would ensue across social 
media platforms would be on 
levels unimaginable.  
For example, applying the 
“report hatred going on” to 
Christians.  There would be so 
many ridiculous results ranging 
from trolling conservatives 
complaining about why women 
should be in the kitchen making 
sandwiches to stupid serious 
comments about the nonexistence 
of rape culture or global warming.
When a group is being targeted 
with hatred, the presidential 
candidates need to say more than 
just “report it.” This is 2016, we 
need our elected offi cials to take 
a stand and help.  Too many times 
the public has heard political 
leaders say “just report it.”  It’s 
a passive way of telling us that 
the issue doesn’t matter to their 
agenda even though we’re the 
ones with the power to put them 
in their positions.
The #MuslimsReportStuff 
could have been taken in a 
completely different direction, 
but thankfully Twitter decided 
to show how ridiculous the 
request is and how the “report 
it” system would actually work 
in this day and age.
Comical tweets such as this 
were created en masse during 
and after the debate in a way 
that major media outlets took it 
upon themselves to write about 
the tweets that caught their eye.
NPR contributor Brian Naylor 
titled his article on the subject 
as “Trump Debate Comment 
Inspires #MuslimsReportStuff, 
And It’s Very Funny.”
 A couple of the tweets Naylor 
cited in his article were “self-
reporting,” while others were 
“used to settle sibling rivalries.” 
One tweet he mentioned, calling it 
his favorite, was a post from fellow 
NPR correspondent Asma Khalid.
“Off to tape an interviewer 
with @nprmontagne. I 
REPORT stuff. All Day. 
Every Day. #nprjournalist 
#MuslimsReportStuff” Khalid 
wrote as she departed to record 
a segment for NPR’s “Morning 
Edition” with Renee Montagne.
Four days after the debate, 
people are still tweeting 
using the hashtag.  It now 
stands as a reminder of how 
risible this year’s presidential 
nominees are.  In terms of who 
won the second presidential 
debate, it certainly wasn’t the 
candidates. It was Twitter and 
#MuslimsReportStuff.
Too many times 
the public has 
heard political 
leaders say ‘just 
report it.’  It’s a 
passive way of 
telling us that 
the issue doesn’t 
matter to their 
agenda even 
though we’re the 
ones with the 
power to put them 
in their positions.
“
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ACROSS
 1 Gold coin of old
 6 Quite  
excited
 10 Give a free pass to
 14 Historical period
 15 “Long live”
 16 23-Across solo
 17 CFO’s job
 20 Corporation 
name-ending abbr.
 21 Tumblers’ surfaces
 22 Make known
 23)\ɈV»ZWSHJL
 25 Large tooth
 26 Cowboy boot  
attachment
 28 Baby  
rockers
 32 Activist Silkwood 
34 Wedding cake 
level
 35 Ballerina’s hairdo, 
often
 38 “Conduct” penal-
ized  
in football
 42 Noshed
 43 It may be stolen in  
a park
 44 Able to walk the 
line?
 45 Go by  
rapidly,  
as ti me
 48 “Not to mention 
...”
 49 Reduce, as ex-
penses
 51 Writer Tom or 
Thomas
 53 Least straightfor-
ward (var.)
 55 “Buona ___”  
(Italian phrase)
 56 Car grille accesso-
ry
 59 Assume responsi-
bility for
 62 Court atten-
tion-getter
 63 Borodin’s “Prince 
___”
 64 Sesame seed and 
honey  
confection
 65 Be on the way out
 66 Thick, eggy drinks
 67 Computer key-
board key
DOWN
 1 7YLÄ_TLHUPUN
“half”
 2 “Once ___  
a time ...”
 3 Way to prison?
 4 High or  
low card
 5 Certain herb
 6 Online game per-
ZVUPÄJH[PVU
 7 Beefeater prod-
ucts
 8 Egg cells
 9 Plum  
variety
 10 College  
setting
 11 Popular cookies
 12 Belarus’ capital
 13 Fancy spread
18 Artist Chagall
 19 Non-resident doc-
tors
 24 Kind of school
 26 Gull-like bird
 27 Breathe hard
 29)HɊLK^OPSL 
yachting?
 30 Barely lit
 31 Pasture
 33 Most  
aristocratic
 35 Area of many 
believers
 36 Hawaiian instru-
TLU[ZIYPLÅ`
 37 Claudius’ succes-
sor
 39 Sunlight unit
 40 Cooking meas.
 41 Hang around lazily
 45 Restraining order?
 46 Uses indelicate 
language
 47*VUÅPJ[LK
 49 Costa del Sol 
feature
 50 Clay of “American 
Idol” fame
 52 Carpenter’s spin-
ning machine
 53 Put away in a hold
 54 Slender
 55 Dirty air
 57 Amble
 58 Nowhere near?
 60 Anima counterpart
 61 PC linkup
DIANA SAN JUAN
STAFF WRITER
Realize that brown terminology is not interchangeable
Every year from elementary 
school to my senior year of high 
school, I had to identify myself 
with a certain race when it came to 
standardized testing. I always fi lled 
in the bubble next to “Hispanic,” 
thinking to myself, “This isn’t 
even a race.” It was shocking to 
me how I was supposed to prove 
my knowledge when the test itself 
got the fi rst question wrong. 
When someone sees a 
person with brown skin, they 
automatically think they are 
both Hispanic and Latino. In 
reality, however, these two terms 
are not interchangeable.
Terms like “Hispanic,” “Latino” 
and “Latin” are often categorized 
into one slot. Someone who is 
Hispanic must be Latino and 
Latin; that is false. Yes, “Latino” 
and “Latin” are two completely 
different words that describe two 
different groups of people.
When you identify yourself as 
“Hispanic,” you are identifying 
your ethnic background. 
According to NPR’s Latino USA 
Organization, “Hispanic” was 
fi rst introduced by the Nixon 
administration and describes 
someone whose origins come 
from a country where the native 
language is Spanish. They come 
from various races and have 
different physical features.
According to Hispanic 
Economics, the word “Hispanic” 
was introduced out of respect for 
Spanish speakers and was adopted 
in 1935 as “a universal affi rmation 
of identity.”
Being that I am Mexican, I 
am Hispanic because I come 
from a country where Spanish is 
spoken and it is my fi rst language. 
Therefore, if you or your family 
originates from a Spanish-
speaking country like Argentina, 
Spain, Cuba, El Salvador, etc, you 
too are Hispanic.
I am also Latina because I come 
from a Latin American country. 
“Latinos” are people who, aside 
from race, come from countries 
like Mexico, Brazil, Chile, etc. 
You do not need to be fl uent in 
Spanish. In fact, English is often 
Latinos’ fi rst language.
According to Hispanic 
Economics, an easy way to 
remember the difference between 
the terms “Hispanic” and “Latino” 
is to know that, “though every 
Latino is Hispanic, not every 
Hispanic is Latino.”
Have I lost you yet?
Take Brazil for example. Being 
that Brazil is a Latin American 
country, Brazilians are Latinos. 
However, their native language 
is Portuguese, not Spanish. 
Therefore, they are Latinos but 
not Hispanics.
According to Hispanic 
Economics, The word “Latino” 
became a politically correct term in 
the 90’s and replaced many words 
that described Hispanics that were 
born in the U.S. like “Chicano” 
and “Mexican-American,” both 
which describe people of Mexican 
descent who were born and are 
living in the U.S.
Short for “Latin-American,” 
“Latin” refers to people who were 
born in a Latin-American country 
but immigrated to the U.S. English 
is a foreign language to them and 
the American culture is often 
adopted once they come to this 
country. Everyone who migrated 
to the U.S. and consider themselves 
“Hispanic” and “Latino” are in 
fact Latin.
An individual might identify him 
or herself as “Hispanic,” “Latino” 
and “Latin.” Another individual 
can describe him or herself as 
“Latino” and “Latin” but not 
“Hispanic” and so on and so forth. 
Though it may seem like a tedious 
task to get these terms down to 
perfection, these words are very 
important. These words identify 
a person and make up the essence 
of their being. Therefore, everyone 
should take the time to study these 
terms before associating someone 
with a group that doesn’t describe 
any part of them. 
Follow Diana on Twitter
@dianasj09
TAYLOR JONES
STAFF WRITER
Victims 
fi nd hope 
in newly 
signed law
Many of us may think that this 
year is just one big joke. From the 
election to clown sightings, some 
may argue that 2016 will probably 
be a year most citizens will want 
to forget.
One event we should not push 
under the rug is a new law called 
the Sexual Assault Survivor’s 
Rights Act; which was passed by 
President Barack Obama. The bill 
was introduced by Amanda Nguyen 
and was passed last month in a 
unanimous vote by the House and 
by the Senate last week. With this 
new legislation, the act of preserving 
and keeping rape kits is now legally 
required, making it easier for victims 
to pinpoint who their attacker was 
and get the justice they deserve. 
The amending of Title 18 is 
partially due to the lack of rights 
that victims possessed after being 
sexually assaulted. In recent years, 
women have had their rape kits 
destroyed without their knowledge, 
leading them to a dead end when 
they try to put away their attacker. 
In most cases, the rape kits are 
destroyed due to lack of evidence or 
because of personal policies. 
With this new bill, it is now illegal 
to destroy any evidence of rape 
unless the victim tells them to do so. 
This bill gives victims the voice they 
deserve, and lets them know that 
now, they do not have to stay silent 
and live in misery because of their 
brutal attacker. 
The original mindset behind the 
law came from Amanda Nguyen, 
who was told her rape kit would be 
destroyed after six months if she 
did not ask for an extension on it. 
Amanda and her team created Rise, 
a nonprofi t that stands for women’s 
and sexual assault victims’ rights. It 
was their idea to create the Sexual 
Assault Bill of Rights and their 
intention to have President Obama 
sign it into law. 
The new law is regarded highly 
throughout the country, with many 
victims of sexual assault praising the 
nonprofi t organization and President 
Obama for fi nally giving specifi c 
rights to them. People on Twitter 
were also talking about how on the 
day that President Obama signed 
the Sexual Assault Bill of Rights 
the tapes of Donald Trump casually 
saying how he sexually assaulted 
women came out. Coincidence? I 
think not.
“Obama today: signed bill of rights 
for sexual assault survivors. Trump 
tonight: bragged about sexual assault. 
Who leads us matters.” said Twitter 
user Kate Black (@KateBlackDC). 
With the new law in full effect, 
it will now be easier for victims 
to come out of hiding and fi nd 
their attackers. It will also send 
deserving attackers to jail without 
any suspicion or questioning.
The new law is defi nitely 
something to be praised, but it is 
sad that it has taken this long to 
be put into legislation. Victims of 
sexual assault have felt trapped 
in past years knowing that their 
rapists will probably be set free and 
have no consequences put upon 
them. This law is so huge in the 
fact that it now makes sure that the 
victim gets justice and is not put 
into a dark place, feeling cornered 
by their attacker. 
To the surprise of many, the 
new law was voted unanimously 
between the House and the Senate. 
“The Survivor’s Bill of Rights 
Act makes it clear that we’re all-
in on changing the way we treat 
our victims of sexual assault.” said 
Republican Congressman Darrell 
Issa on Twitter. 
The Sexual Assault Bill of Rights 
is a big step in the right direction for 
victims of sexual assault and to let 
them know that their voice matters. 
Follow Taylor on Twitter
@tayj95_jones
More than halfway through the season, 
the Spartan men’s soccer team has not 
quite lived up to  expectations.
Thirteen games into the season, 
the Spartans are 1-10-2 with a 0-3-1 
conference record of and a 1-3-0 record 
at home. 
“I’ve done this for 30 years and this 
is by far the toughest season,” said head 
coach Simon Tobin. “But ultimately we 
should be better.”
Despite their record, the Spartans have 
kept the games close for the most part, 
with seven of the 13 games being decided 
by one goal and six of the games going 
into either overtime or double overtime.
Coach Tobin believes that the team has 
had several strong outings, although it 
has not been refl ected as such in terms 
of goals on the season.
“The last few games we’ve played quite 
well,” Tobin said. “If you look at the 
stats against Bakersfi eld we dominated, 
but just couldn’t convert some chances.”
Although their record may be poor, 
there is still hope for the Spartans 
in the Western Athletic Conference 
tournament. They will look to try and 
gut out some wins in their last six games 
to build some momentum before the 
postseason arrives. 
“As long as we’re still alive, we’ll keep 
on fi ghting,” Tobin said.
While the struggles of the team have 
been apparent throughout the year, the 
players still plan to play like they have 
something to gain out of it.
“If we have two wins this weekend 
and get a bit of consistency going into 
the conference tournament … you never 
know what can happen,” said senior 
forward Rory Knibbs.
Offensively for the Spartans, that 
means being able to attack the other 
teams and try to score fi rst. SJSU has 
had severe issues getting on the board 
early, having allowed the fi rst goal in 12 
of their 13 games played this season
“Coming into this game would be 
crucial to score the fi rst goal and settle 
ourselves a bit,” Knibbs said.
On the defensive end, the team wants 
to maintain a consistent sense of unity 
between the playersand be able to 
communicate better as a group.
“I think we could be more solid 
as a unit, said senior defender Kyle 
O’Mahoney. “Sometimes we need 
to take some more responsibility in 
ourselves and make sure we’re not doing 
it just for ourselves, but make sure that 
we work for the team.”
The Spartans will have a great 
opportunity to win a few games and 
gain that consistency this weekend at 
home on the SJSU Practice Field.
SJSU will play Houston Baptist 
University on Friday and then will face 
off with the University of the Incarnate 
Word on Sunday. The two teams 
currently hold winning percentages of 
.318 and .400 respectively.
While their home record is poor, 
having four of the last six games may 
be just what the Spartans need to propel 
themselves toward the conference 
tournament.
The next scheduled game for the 
Spartans is Friday at 2:30 p.m., followed 
by Sunday’s game at the same time.
“
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Senior midfi elder Jonathan Colunga (left) pleads for a call from a referee. Junior forward Jeremy Romero (right) 
wipes his face as he walks back to position. 
SJSU searches for momentum nearing 
the end of disappointing 2016 season
MEN’S SOCCER
I’ve done this for 30 years 
and this is by far the toughest 
season. But ultimately we 
should be better
Simon Tobin
Spartans’ head coach
Follow Ryan on Twitter
@ryan_barnhart
Simon Tobin shouts directions to his team during a 2-0 loss against UC Riverside. The game was played at 
CEFCU Stadium on Sept 23.
Spartans predicted to 
fi nish last in conference 
preseason poll
MEN’S BASKETBALL
PHOTO OF CODY SCHWARTZ, INFORMATION COMPILED BY RYAN VERMONT, PHOTO BY KAVIN MISTRY
The college basketball season is one step closer to getting underway with the Mountain 
West Conference Media Day taking place in Las Vegas this week. A panel of qualifi ed 
members of the media, selected San Diego State for the fourth consecutive year to fi nish 
atop the conference, followed by University of Nevada Reno in second and University 
of New Mexico in third. San Jose State was picked to fi nish last in the Mountain West 
behind behind Wyoming in temth and Air Force in ninth.  Last season, Dave Wojcik’s 
squad fi nished the season 9-22, and this season’s team has brought back the majority 
of the same players all with another year of experience under their belts. No Spartans 
were named projected to win any conference awards, which was the case last season 
before Brandon Clarke took home the conference sixth man of the year awawrd.  The 
conference’s predicted order of fi nish was announced yesterday by the Mountain West 
Conference during Media Day, which is being held at the Renaissance Las Vegas Hotel.
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said “Fire Ron Caragher.” 
“All I can do is to continue to coach my 
guys,” Caragher said. “When times are tough, 
those things are going to come out. It comes 
with the job.”
While staring at potentially another losing 
season, Caragher’s job might also be in question. 
He has one year left on his contract with San Jose 
State, which pays him $525,000 per year.
The best player that has gone through the 
Caragher system at SJSU has been Tyler Ervin, 
who was drafted after an incredible year he had 
last season to the Houston Texans.
Ervin, however, was not recruited by Caragher. 
He began his career in 2011 under head coach 
Mike MacIntyre.
The highlight of Caragher’s career as a head of 
the Spartans came in his fi rst year when SJSU 
upset nationally-ranked Fresno State 62-52. 
Since then, the team has been 10-21. Its biggest 
win was in the Cure Bowl last season.
The team only got into the bowl game because 
there were not enough teams in college football 
with six wins. 
Before this season, the Spartans were picked to 
fi nish third in the Mountain West because of the 
inspired play of fi rst-year Spartan quarterback 
Kenny Potter last season and a solid group of 
returning players around him.
None of that has panned out this year and 
the team has underperformed on all levels, 
particularly on defense. The Spartans looked to 
improve from a decent season last year under 
defensive coordinator Greg Robinson, but have 
taken several steps backwards this year.
New defensive coordinator Ron English has 
had a fi rst half to forget in his fi rst season with 
the Spartans. SJSU’s defense has given up an 
average 475.2 total yards per game this season.
Fans have taken notice to the rough season of 
the Spartans and last year it was rare to see the 
student section as dead and empty as it has been 
this year. Even in the Spartans’ fi rst home game 
of the year when they beat Portland State, by 
halftime it was hard to fi nd more than a handful 
of students in the stands. 
Saturday against Hawaii was the worst. 
After hundreds of people fi lled the parking 
lots with loud music, eating and drinking, the 
stadium had more empty sections than fi lled 
ones at gametime. 
Despite all the turmoil the team has faced this 
season, the Spartans have a chance to turn it 
around in the second half, but if the performance 
displayed in the fi rst two conference games holds 
true it will be a long way til the end.
“We are going to see if we’re men or if we’re 
going to run away from the situation,” Potter said. 
This weekend the Spartans will continue its 
search for a Mountain West win as they take on 
the Nevada Wolfpack for its third conference 
matchup of the season.
“They have a lot of fi repower on the offensive 
side of the ball,” Caragher said. “The important 
thing is to go 1-0 this week and go from there.”
The Wolfpack will come to CEFCU Stadium 
on Saturday for a matchup with the Spartans 
at 7:30 p.m.
Follow Kavin on Twitter
@kavinm95
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In his fi rst year as defensive coordinator for SJSU, Ron 
English’s defense has allowed 475 yards a game through the 
fi rst six games.
